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Donna

These sheets will provide you with tangible resources about each week's 
How I Teach.... episode that you can keep for yourself and often use with your
students. 

Here is what you need to know:

Welcome to your Teacher's Notebook!

1) Each weekly set of sheets will be available at languageartsladyblog.com/howiteach
with that week's episode, description, audio and video.

2) You can download the weekly sheets, print off anything to use in your classroom
or with your students, and use in any non-commercial way you desire.  (They are the
intellectual property of Language Arts Lady.)

3) You can find more materials that coincide with that episode's topic at the end of
each set of weekly sheets under the header Materials About This Topic to Purchase.
These are mostly downloads that you can purchase inexpensively and use to teach
skills you are learning from Language Arts Lady!

4) You may also desire to print off the entire Teacher's Notebook booklet (updated
each month) so that you have all the sheets from the episodes to date all together
(rather than a few sheets at a time).  You can access the whole Teacher's Notebook
booklet here: languageartsladyblog.com/teachersnotebook

I want so many good things for you and your students!

Love and hope,

Donna
 characterinklady@gmail.com



Christmas: Christmas Decor Q & A Report (Level II)
Take Notes by Answering Questions Over Given Material (2 week project)

Overview of Informative Report

You will learn how to write a report in this longer lesson. This is a longer lesson because it is a 
“research” project. 

This means that you are going to research from paragraphs that are given to you. 

You will take notes from those paragraphs using a Question and Answer Outline. Then you will 
write a report from your outline.

Don’t worry! I will help you learn how to write a report every step of the way!

TOPIC OF REPORT
You will write an informative report about 
a Christmas decoration.  

NUMBER OF PARAGRAPHS IN
THE BODY OF YOUR REPORT
A. Basic students will write 2 paragraphs

for the body.
B. Extension+ students will write 3 para-

graphs for the body.

III. SENTENCES PER PARAGRAPH
A. Basic students will write 4-6 sen-

tences per paragraph.
B. Extension students will write 5-7

sentences per paragraph.

IV. OPENING PARAGRAPH
Students will not write an Opening
Paragraph.

V. CLOSING PARAGRAPH
Students will not write a Closing
Paragraph

VI. ADDITIONAL SKILLS
A. Researching
B. Question and Answer Outline
C. Checklist Challenge Coding

Note: This Overview Box, which is provided at the beginning of each assignment, is 
here to give students (and teachers) an at-a-glance look at the entire composition 
project. Each step of each lesson is assigned and detailed throughout the week(s).

++Extensions are older or more advanced writing students who can handle more paragraphs
and/or sentences.
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Lesson A. Reading and Study Skills: Read About Christmas  Decorations     
<> A. Read the paragraphs about different Christmas decorations aloud to your teacher or someone else.

 1: Tree

     

 2: Lights

3: Wreaths  4: Stockings

    

 5: Nativity
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     The Christmas tree is the main Christmas 
decoration in numerous homes. This tradition 
started in the 16th century in Germany. Today, 
these trees can be real or artificial. They are 
decorated with lights. Also, people may put 
garlands or candy canes on them. An angel or 
star is often placed atop the tree.

     A tradition related to the Christmas tree is 
Christmas lights. In the 18th century, candles 
were used to light Christmas trees. Today, 
people use strings of electric lights. 
Incandescent light bulbs and LEDs are the two 
most common types of lights. The most 
commonly used colors are white, red, green, 
and blue. These lights are also used on the 
outside of houses and businesses at 
Christmas.

     Wreaths are another common Christmas 
decoration. People use numerous kinds of 
wreaths for different occasions. The Advent 
and Christmas wreaths were both first used in 
16th century Germany. Advent wreaths include 
four or five candles. A new candle is lit each 
week until Christmas. Christmas wreaths are 
hung on doors or walls and do not have 
candles.

     A Christmas decoration crucial for Santa 
Claus is the Christmas stocking. The tradition 
of gits in stockings started with an 8th century 
legend about Saint Nicholas. At first, regular 
socks were used. Now, people use specially-
made holiday stockings. Tradition says that 
Santa Claus places gifts in nice children's 
stockings. However, he supposedly puts coal in 
naughty children's

     One of the oldest Christmas decorations is 
the nativity scene. The first of these displays 
was created by Saint Francis of Assisi in 1223. 
These scenes today involve either model 
figures or real people. Every set includes the 
baby Jesus in a manger, along with Mary and 
Joseph. Often, angels, shepherds, animals, 
and wise men are added. Churches, homes, 
shopping malls, and public buildings set up 
these displays.



Lesson B. Prewriting: Writing Notes that Become Sentences
(1) When you are older and you write essays, reports, letters, and stories, you will often take notes from a

book or write down some notes that you want to remember to use in your writing.

(2) This is a good skill to have—and you will start learning little bits of it throughout this book.

(3) Your parents do this all the time!

(4) For example, when your dad takes a phone message for your mom, he might write

DD. call back after 5 Tues—Sarah at 475-9888 about shower.

(5) Those are notes!

(6) Your dad could have written the following down for your mom:

Donna needs to make a call on Tuesday after five o’clock to Sarah. Sarah’s 
number is 475-9888. She wants to talk about the shower.

(7) But instead your dad took notes!

(8) And your mom knows how to read your dad’s notes!

(9) It is the same way when you jot down things you want to write later.

(10) The reason you take notes is because you do not have time to write down everything right now.

(11) But you do want to remember the information.

(12) So instead of writing down full sentences now, you just write down notes.

<> B. Write down notes that answer the questions listed below about the paragraphs in Lesson A with 
your teacher’s help following these steps. 

(1) CChoose two or three Christmas decorations that you would like to write about from Lesson A
(BBasic--two Christmas decorations; Extension--three Christmas decorations).
a. DDo not write down complete sentences.
b. Just write down enough information to help you write sentences later, such

as one word or a few words.
(2) RRead each question and look back in the paragraph for the answers.
(3) WWrite your answer in note form on the line provided.
(4) CContinue with all questions for the Christmas decoration you chose.
(5) Repeat these steps for each Christmas decoration paragraph assigned to you.
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Question and Answer Outline Box--Your First Christmas Decoration Choice

Question Outline

(1) What is the name of the decoration? ______________________________________________________

(2) What is the type of decoration (highlight or circle one)

a. Main Christmas decoration

b. Decoration related to the Christmas tree

c. Decoration used for occasions besides Christmas

d. Crucial decoration for Santa Claus

e. One of the oldest decorations

(3) Years and/or countries developed  ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

(4) What is interesting about this decoration or what is it known for? ________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

(5) Another interesting fact about this decoration: _______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

(6) Notes from last line of paragraph (if not already used): _________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Question and Answer Outline Box--Your Second Christmas Decoration Choice

Question Outline

(1) What is the name of the decoration? ______________________________________________________

(2) What is the type of decoration (highlight or circle one)

a. Main Christmas decoration

b. Decoration related to the Christmas tree

c. Decoration used for occasions besides Christmas

d. Crucial decoration for Santa Claus

e. One of the oldest decorations

(3) Years and/or countries developed  ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

(4) What is interesting about this decoration or what is it known for? ________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

(5) Another interesting fact about this decoration: _______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

(6) Notes from last line of paragraph (if not already used): _________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Extension--Question and Answer Outline Box--Your Third Christmas Decoration Choice

Question Outline

(1) What is the name of the decoration? ______________________________________________________

(2) What is the type of decoration (highlight or circle one)

a. Main Christmas decoration

b. Decoration related to the Christmas tree

c. Decoration used for occasions besides Christmas

d. Crucial decoration for Santa Claus

e. One of the oldest decorations

(3) Years and/or countries developed  ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

(4) What is interesting about this decoration or what is it known for? ________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

(5) Another interesting fact about this decoration: _______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

(6) Notes from last line of paragraph (if not already used): _________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson C. Composition: Writing Sentences From Notes

(1) In the last lesson, you learned to write notes from information.

(2) You did this by answering questions.

(3) This is a good way to take notes from a book.

(4) Today you will learn how to make notes into sentences.

<> C. Look back in your answers from the last lesson and write two or three paragraphs following 
these steps:

(1) RRead the first question and your short answer.

(2) Then use the question and your answer to create a sentence and say it aloud.

(3) If you and your teacher agree that it answers the question, makes sense, and is a complete

sentence, write the sentence you created on the lines provided (or key it on the computer).

(4) Continue this for all of the sentences in your paragraph.

(5) Repeat the steps for your assigned paragraphs.
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Lesson D. Composition and Revising: Learning the Checklist 
Challenge (CC)

(1) Hopefully you know what a sentence must contain.

(2) You can learn this with CAVES—the five parts of a sentence.

(3) This week you will work on being sure that the sentences you and your teacher wrote are really
sentences according to CAVES.

(4) You have probably learned about synonyms.

(5) Did you remember that synonyms are words that mean the same or almost the same?

(6) Do you know this trick--
• Capital at beginning
• All make sense
• Verb
• End mark
• Subject

<> D-1. Read the Checklist Challenge item below with your teacher.

Check every sentence in one paragraph (or more, according to the check boxes) to make    
sure that each one is a complete sentence--CAVES:

• Capital at beginning
• All make sense
• Verb
• End mark
• Subject

<> D-2. Flip back over to Lesson C of this week and use the sentences you wrote there in one para-
graph to do the following:

(1) Check the first one for all five parts of the CAVES list that are listed in the CC item above:
C apital letter
A ll makes sense
V erb
E nd mark
S ubject

(2) Put a check in the first check box when you are finished with the first sentence.

(3) Do the same thing for the sentences in Paragraph Two.

All All
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<> D-3. Read the Checklist Challenge item below with your teacher.

Choose a word (or forms of a word) that you used more than one time within each paragraph. 
If the word sounds redundant, change that word, at least once, to a word with a similar 
meaning. If you do not have any redundancy, just highlight the check box(es) as directed by 
your teacher.
Examples:

• If joyful is redundant, substitute elated the next time.
• If drove is redundant, substitute careened the next time.
• If answered is redundant. substitute retorted the next time.

Do not change insignificant words such as was, it, and, etc. 

(4) This item is one that uses synonyms—words that mean the same.

(5) When you write about something in a report—like a Christmas decoration—you will use the word decoration
over and over again.

(6) Sometimes it gets boring to read the same word over and over again.

(7) Because of this, the CC will teach you how to put in more interesting words when needed.

<> D-4. Choose one word that you could put in place of the word decoration from the Synonym 
or Similar Word Box in one of the sentences below and copy the new sentence with your new 
words in place of decoration.

Synonym or Similar Word Box

   

 

All
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________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

(8) Now you know how to do two CC items really well!

(9) You are becoming a great writer!

Lesson E. Optional: Composition and Editing: Edit and Revise

<> E. Optional: Use the Checklist Challenge located after this week's lesson to edit your report.
(1) Complete eeach revision for each paragraph, as indicated.
(2) Insert revisions with pen or pencil into your rough draft paper.
(3) HHighlight (or code) each revision on your rough draft paper as directed by your teacher.
(4) CChheck off (or code) each item's check box on the Checklist Challenge for this week.

the  

Note: Notice that after several tasks of the Checklist Challenge, the items start to contain   
words like “If you have already done this, highlight the word or sentence in your paper   
and highlight the check box(es) as directed by your teacher.” When you start to see   
these words, you may just locate the items in your paper and code them for your teacher  
rather than adding more of them. Be sure you code the items in your paper and in the   
task list of the CC Chart.
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Using the Full Checklist Challenge



Lesson F. Writing: Write Final Paragraphs
<> F. Complete the following steps to create a clean version of one of your paragraphs:

(1) Pull one of your paragraphs about a Christmas decoration out of your notebook (or print yours).

(2) Read your paragraph aloud to your teacher. Listen together for errors, and pen the changes in to your
paragraph.

(3) Write the final copy of your paragraph on the lines provided.
(a) Indent a couple of fingers so it is obvious that it is a paragraph.
(b) Include one of the synonyms for decoration from this week’s synonym box somewhere in your

paragraph.
(c) If you penned in Checklist Challenge changes, be sure to include these in your final copy.
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Read your sentences to your teacher or an older sibling. Together, listen for sentences
that sound unclear.  Be sure to read aloud. You will “hear” errors you would otherwise not find. 
Place a check mark in each CC box with a pen or pencil when this step is completed.

Focus on content errors at this time.

Circle each verb in each sentence with a light colored highlighter. This will make it easier to 
change your verbs and to add adverbs ( ly words) as further directed. “Code” the CC box(es) in 
the same way that you coded your located verbs in your paper. 

Be sure to circle all of the following verbs:
• Action verbs--show what the subject does
• Be, a Helper, Link verbs (BHL)--being, helping, and linking verbs (is, are, am, was, were, has,
had, do, does, etc.)

• Infinitives--to + verb (to +action verb on to + BHL verb).
Be sure you circle the verbs in your writings, as this step is crucial later in the Checklist
Challenge. However, do not get discouraged if you miss one. You do not need to labor over
each word, fearful of missing a verb. The more you look for the verbs, the better you will
get at finding them--and the better you will get at the verb-related CC items.

Change one of the “boring” verbs in one of your sentences to a “strong” verb. You may select 
one from the list below or choose one of your own. “Code” the CC boxes in the same way that 
you coded your added verbs in your paper.

Instead of Use Instead of Use Instead of Use
found discovered looking appearing run sprint
coming visiting sit recline talk communicate
go hasten to asked interrogated lay recline
said announced write pen lie deceive
look examine answered responded play frolic
walk saunter lie stretch out talk proclaim
list enumerate become develop work toil
look scan see determine add enhance
help assist teach instruct

Be sure you add or delete words in the sentence when inserting your new verb, as needed for clarity.

Checklist Challenge for Christmas: Christmas Decor Q & A Report (Level II)
Christmas Decoration  (2 week project)

Complete the Checklist Challenge by using these guides:
• Determine which check boxes apply to your level.
•  Each box will indicate the number of changes that need to be completed (normally one box for each paragraph).

ALL LEVELS

BASIC LEVEL only

EXTENSION only

OPTIONAL -- Your teacher will decide whether you should complete this task or not, based on your grammar/usage level.

All

B

E

Optional

AllAll  E

AllAll  E

AllAll  E
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Add an adverb (ly word or other) to one of your sentences. You may select one from the list 
below or choose one of your own. “Code” the CC box(es) in the same way that you coded 
your added adverbs in your paper. 

Examples:
only totally joyfully willingly completely never
practically significantly closely finally diligently seldom
cheerfully carefully laboriously gladly slowly later
extremely gratefully curiously sometimes always tomorrow
fully thoughtfully interestingly apparently cautiously repeatedly

An adverb is a describer that describes or modifies a verb, adjective, or other adverb. An adverb
tells where, when, how, or to what extent.

Add one descriptive adjective to one of your sentences. You may select one from the list below 
or choose one of your own.  “Code” the CC boxes in the same way that you coded the added 
adjectives in your paper.

Examples
stringent  gracious lengthy trusted courteous infallible
meek meager valiant understanding  trustworthy horrendous
courageous    fulfilling preoccupied    horrific incapable presumptuous
significant

An adjective is a describer that describes a noun or a pronoun. It tells whose, which  
one, how many, or what kind. You should add descriptive adjectives--those that tell 
what kind--though often clarifying adjectives are needed to tell the reader which one. 
(These are normally inserted during writing.)

From the Banned Words List below, select one word (or form of that word) that you have in one 
of your sentences, omit it, and substitute a similar, but stronger, word. If you do not have any 
Banned Words, just “code” the CC check box(es) as directed by your teacher (or place a 
check mark in each one that represents a paragraph with no Banned Words).   

Banned Word List
very  big  really  good  great fine  slow
say  bad  little  want  see  look  such 
ask  lot  find  walk  said  go  become
sit    think  soft  fast  many  find 

*like (Like is only banned when it is a verb. When used as a preposition, like often creates a simile--and is
not a Banned Word.) 

Advanced students should omit as many Banned Words as possible throughout all para-      
graphs.

AllAll  E

AllAll  E

AllAll  E
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Create a title, and put it at the top of the your paper. If you have already done this, you should
still “code” the CC check box and the title in your paper as directed by your teacher. 

Consider the following ideas:
• Something catchy: ""Christmas Conifers"
• Something comical: ""One Decoration or Many?"
• Something bold: ""The Tree"
•  A song title or line: ""O Christmas Tree"
• Something informative: ""The Christmas Tree"
• Something about character: ""Life in the Dead of Winter"
• Other: ""The Main Christmas Decoration"

Tips:
• Center your title at the top of the first page of your composition.
• Capitalize the first letter of the first and last word.
• Capitalize all the words within the title that are important--but not three-letter-   

    or-fewer articles, pronouns, or prepositions.
• Do not italicize your title, though you may treat it like a minor work and sur-

    round it with quotation marks (regular ones, not single ones), if desired.

All
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Add a sentence to the beginning of your paper that describes the whole piece. This is called 
the Thesis Statement . If you have already done this, you should still “code” the CC 
check box and the Thesis Statement in your paper as directed by your teacher.

Examples:
• Report about raccoons: Ever wonder how that furry bandit known as a raccoon

manages to get into your coolers while you sleep in your tent at night?
• Report about an experience: When I just turned thirteen years old, I found out the

challenging way how important siblings truly are.
Tips
• Write a sentence that describes your paper without telling the reader exactly what it is about.
• Do not say: In this paper you will learn about . . .
• Be sure this Thesis Statement is truly representative of the content of your entire composi-             

tion.
• Your Thesis Statement is your commitment to write about that topic. It should

cleverly introduce your composition’s subject.
• If your paper does not have a separate Opening Paragraph, you will want to add an

Opening Thesis Statement-Plus--a sentence or two introducing your topic that con-
tains the Thesis Statement--to the beginning of your paper.

All

Add a sentence to the very end of your writing that restates your Thesis Statement in some 
way. This is called the Thesis Statement “Reloaded” and should conclude your paper. If you 
have already done this, you should still “code” the CC check box and the Thesis Statement 
“Reloaded” as directed by your teacher. 

You may choose to include Thesis Statement “Reloaded” that restates the title of your paper
rather than the Thesis Statement.

All



Add one prepositional phrase opener to one sentence (or more than one, according to your 
level). If it is long or you hear a pause after it, follow it with a comma. If you have already done 
this, you should still “code” the CC check box and the prepositional phrase opener in 
your paper as directed by your teacher.

Examples:
• Within its abdomen, the spider has special glands that produce silk. (Optional comma)
• From the center of the web, spokes fan out and anchor the surrounding frame. (Double

prepositional phrase opener)
• Onto the surrounding frame, the center of the bridge is anchored. (Optional comma)
• In the center of a web, the spider waits patiently for its victim. (Double prepositional

phrase opener)
• With even more silk, the spider further entangles its prey.
• With leaves tipped with spines that act like prison bars, the spider catches its prey.
(Prepositional phrase opener & subordinate clause opener)
• After digestion, the leaf gradually reopens and waits for another insect to come too
close.

Follow the PP opener with a comma if it is five words or longer or two prepositional 
phrases in a row, or when a pause is heard when it is read aloud.

Edit your sentences with your teacher. Make sure you have done all of the following items to each 
sentence:

1. Did you put a capital letter at the beginning of the sentence?
2. Did you put an ending punctuation mark at the end of the sentence?
3. Does the sentence "sound" correct when you read it aloud?
4. Do you have proper nouns in your sentence that need to be capitalized?
5. Do you hear a pause in your sentence when you read it aloud? If you do,

have your teacher help you add a comma if she thinks it is needed.

AllAll  E

E
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Choose a word (or forms of a word) that you used more than one time within each paragraph. If 
the word sounds redundant, change that word, at least once, to a word with a similar meaning. 
If you do not have any redundancy, just “code” the CC check box(es) as directed by your 
teacher.

Examples:
• If joyful is redundant, substitute elated the next time.
• If drove is redundant, substitute careened the next time.
• If answered is redundant. substitute retorted the next time.

Note: Advanced level students should omit as much redundancy as possible throughout all 
paragraphs.

Do not change insignificant words such as was, it, and, etc.

Add one interjection to the beginning of one of your sentences, or add a new sentence with an 
interjection in it (or more than one according to your level).  If you have already done this, you 
should still “code” the CC check box(es) and the interjection in your paper as directed by 
your teacher. 

Punctuate appropriately
• Follow it with a comma: Yes, that “hunter” has an easy meal!
• Follow it with an exclamation mark, then start a new sentence with a capital: Yes! That hunter has an

easy meal.
Interjections include words from the following rhyme:

My, well, oh!
Wow, yes, no!

E

AllAll  E



Get the Teacher’s Notebook 
Packet download with all the
episodes’ sheets in one pdf: 
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Teacher’s Notebook Episode
Sheets for this broadcast at:

LanguageArtsLadyBlog.com/howiteach
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Visit
LanguageArtsLadyBlog.com/CreateAClass 

for more details on how to create 
your own online class!
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Online or Live



Using student's curriculum/assignments one to fourhours a week for homework help.Remediation for specific subject areas---such asreading, math, writing, spelling, etc.

We offer complete remediation tutoring and/orhomework help for students' current subject(s)!
 

 
Packages for one hour a week up to four hours per week available!

 
Call or text to discuss how we can best serve your student(s)! 

260-450-7063
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